CASE STUDY: UPSTATE NY LEISURE AND
ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY MANAGING
MULTIPLE DEPARTMENTS AND EXPANSION

CHALLENGE:
This entertainment provider faces unique challenges managing various
departments, and adhering to numerous regulations. Managing finances for
more than 30 departments requires the flexibility to track a long list in the
chart of accounts, and the ability to track non-financial data to better
manage operations. Rapid growth through the years required a system that
could keep up. Daily reporting was becoming cumbersome with a significant
amount of time and manual labor required for data entry.

SOLUTION:
Two years ago, Rich Wheeler, President of RBS was hired to get more
productivity out of the MS Dynamics GP system. Rich has spent time

THE CUSTOMER: The This
private sector company
has been providing
entertainment in Upstate
New York for more than
60 years. In recent years
they have added multiple
revenue streams and cost
centers including a
music/club venue, and
food and beverage service.
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES:
600

consulting with the accounting department to fine-tune processes, and to
streamline reporting to handle growth with ease. Specifically, the system has
improved daily reporting by producing a General Ledger Summary, can sort
data in numerous ways such as by source code, or date, and the SmartList
feature allows for easy exporting to Excel. Rich has also been instrumental
in researching and integrating third party solutions to solve unique needs
including ReQlogic™, and mobile applications. He continuously searches
every avenue for whatever is needed to bridge the gap between accounting,
and other operational functions

RESULTS:
With all pistons firing, MS Dynamics GP makes it easy to build and monitor
budgets by department, and to pull specific data to better manage
operations throughout the organization. With customized reporting, and
carefully selected modules, there are a lot less headaches when it comes to
reporting results, and facing audits. With a smooth running system, the
accounting and auditing staff can spend more time on the issues at hand,
rather than mundane tasks. The Microsoft SQL Server® based system
makes integrating third party solutions easy, giving the client the flexibility to
grow with the system, without fear of ever outgrowing it.

ABOUT RBS:
Located in New York's Capital District, Revered Business Solutions, Inc.'s
experience, professionalism and strong customer support have created a
winning combination with Microsoft Dynamics GP, Project Accounting from
Marcil Technologies and a host of other third party developers. We are the
experts when it comes to developing, implementing and integrating new
programs and reports into your Dynamics GP system. RBS has been helping
to uncover profitable opportunities with its’ business software for over 20
years. Let us show you how you can not just survive, but also compete in a
tough economy
* Interview conducted with Accounting Manager, August 2009

KEY BENEFITS OF MS
DYNAMICS FROM RBS
•Realized a positive cost
benefit ratio
• Ability to make better
informed business
decisions
• Managed growth &
expansion
• Improved core
Accounting efficiency

